Cheapest in Cost per Year of Service

On what basis are you going to buy your tractor—by the dollar of cost or by the years of service? Advance-Rumely is one tractor manufacturer who insists upon putting quality first. By quality we mean rugged, dependable construction, surplus power, real food economy and all-around service.

In building the new 12-20 ONPUL, Advance-Rumely refused to put out a cheap, lightly constructed tractor. We know and you know that durability can't be combined with cheap, light construction. And if a tractor won't stand the gaff nothing else about it counts for much.

We have embodied the proudest Omuline ruggedness and reformation construction in this small, lightweight 12-20. And by weight of weight we mean right weight—the proper weight to give long lasting, year after year dependable service.

Like all Omuline tractors, the 12-20 is backed by a written guarantee to burn successfully all grades of kerosene under all conditions, at all loads to its full rated horse power.

And just as Advance-Rumely guarantees its Omuline tractor as a cheap food butcher, it means upon giving the purchaser a surplus of power. The 12-20 rating is based upon full load capacity when you need it. This means fullest instance of long list—a tractor that will be doing the same good work five years hence as in its first season.

On the 12-20 the belt pulley is on the right hand side—within within view of the operator. The 12-20 can be fixed up with a belt machine, backed into the belt and started from the platform. The belt drive is driven direct off the crankshaft—solidly built.

The 12-20 Omuline will pull three 14-inch bottoms under ordinary conditions and the belt started and stopped from the platform. The belt drive is driven direct off the crankshaft—solidly built.

To safeguard the customer's best interests Advance-Rumely maintains 20 branch offices and warehouses, each equipped to give immediate service in machinery, parts and expert help.

The wise farmer will buy his tractor by the year of the dollar. Just as the Omuline will pay you at less cost than any tractor built, its cost measured in years of service makes it the best buy on the market.

Ask for the catalog describing the new 12-20.
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